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Water Level Note for Hydrographic Sheet

Processing Division: Atlantic Hydrographic Section (N/CG244)

Hourly heights are approved for:

Michigan City, IN (908-7038)
Burns Waterway, IN (908-7039)
Water Level Stations

Period: 8/7/92 - 9/4/92

Project: OPR-S-Y939

Hydrographic Sheet: AHP-20-1-92

Registry No: FE-380

Locality: Lake Michigan

Plane of reference: Low Water Datum (IGLD 1985: 176.0 Meters)

Remarks:

Zoning required, for locations east of 87°00' use Water Level Station Michigan City, IN (908-7038) and for locations west of 87°00' use Water Level Station Burns Waterway, IN (908-7039). Data from other gages indicates no unusual water level movement during the survey period.
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